TOP RAIL SHALL BE MINIMUM OF 1 5/8" O.D. (NOM. DIA.) GALV. PIPE WITH MINIMUM 9 GAUGE CLIPS MINIMUM OF 24" O.C.

TOP RAIL CAPS SHALL BE STEEL LOOP CAPS PERMANENTLY FASTENED TO ALL LINE AND CORNER POST WITH MINIMUM OF THREE (3) 1/4" X 1" LONG HEX HEAD SELF-TAPPING SCREWS EVENLY SPACED AROUND POST.

CORNER POSTS 3" O.D. GALVANIZED PIPE TUBING @ 2.79# PER LIN. FT.

CONNECT FABRIC TO CORNER, TERMINAL AND GATE POSTS USING 1/4" X 3/4" TENSION BARS TIED TO POSTS @ 1/4" O.C. WITH 11 GAUGE 1/4" STEEL BANDS AND 3/8" DIA. NUTS AND BOLTS

CONNECT FABRIC TO TENSION WIRE WITH 11 GAUGE HOG RINGS @ 24" O.C.

CONNECT FABRIC TO LINE POSTS WITH 5 GAUGE CLIPS @ 14" O.C.

LINE POSTS SHALL BE SPACED NOT TO EXCEED (10) TEN FT. AND SHALL BE MINIMUM OF 2-3/8" O.D. GALVANIZED PIPE @ 2.79# PER LIN. FT.

BOTTOM TENSION WIRE SHALL BE 7 GAUGE CLASS III

2" CHAIN-LINK FENCE WITH FULL SCREEN MESH (WOVEN FABRIC) NO. 9 GAUGE OR HEAVIER GALVANIZED AFTER WEAVING BY THE HOT DIP PROCESS (ASTM-A392)

NOTES:

1. WHERE BREAKS IN PROFILE OF FENCE TOP ARE NECESSARY IN ROUGH TERRAIN THEY SHALL BE MADE IN THE LEAST NUMBER OF INTERVALS PRACTICAL. BREAKS SHALL BE SPREAD OVER VERTICAL CURVES OF SUFFICIENT LENGTHS TO ENSURE A PLEASING APPEARANCE.

2. FENCE SHALL BE SCREENED AS NOTED IF REQUIRED BY OWNER

TYPICAL TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION FENCE DETAIL

NOT TO SCALE